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1
Discussion of the pathway/information carried by 

the 3 HY spinal cord tracts (DCMLS, STT, CST). 

Description of the Romberg test and what it 

elucidates. Tests of cerebellar function. The 

Homunculus. Truncal ataxia is indicative of what 

kind of lesion?



2
Discussion of the circle of willis and pathologies 

associated with vascular insults. 1 HY cranial nerve 

association.



3
Headache that is worse with sitting upright and 

better with lying down after a lumbar puncture. 

Diagnosis? Treatment strategies?



4-Where Is/What Is Causing The CN3 lesion?
Isolated mydriasis with sparing of other CN3 

functions. Down and out pupil without mydriasis. 

Down and out pupil + Mydriasis + weakness of 

other extraocular muscles + sensory loss over the 

forehead. Down and out pupil + Mydriasis + 

Contralateral motor paralysis.  



5
Differentiating between an UMN and LMN CN7 

lesion. Common causes of Bell’s Palsy (bacterial, 

viral, inflammatory). Most susceptible CN to 

elevated ICP. Subtle principle relating to UMN vs 

LMN cranial nerve deficits.



6
55 yo F presents with a severe headache that 

appears to be concentrated just over her right eye. 

She has a history of jaw pain when chewing nuts 

and proximal shoulder pain that was relieved with 

low dose prednisone. Dx? NBSIM? Dx testing? 

Elevated serum markers?



7
39 yo F with a PMH of MS presents with severe left eye pain and 

decreased vision. The right and left eye do not constrict when light is 

shone in the left eye. Diagnosis? Diagnostic testing? Treatment? 65 yo M 

with a past history of DM and CAD presents with a 5 day hx of decreased 

vision/floaters in his right eye. Funduscopic exam reveals retinal venous 

engorgement and diffuse hemorrhage. Diagnosis? Diagnostic testing? 

Treatment? Same patient presents with the sudden loss of vision in his R 

eye. Funduscopic exam is notable for optic disc pallor and a cherry red 

spot on the macula. Dx? Dx testing (2)? Treatment? Transient loss of 

vision in the same patient with a return to baseline after 10 mins. He says 

that it felt like a “curtain coming down”. Dx? Potential complication?



8
Time window for TPA administration. In general, 

what is the safe drug answer on exams for most 

strokes (especially when the Q stem mentions 

carotid findings)? What is the only scenario that is 

amenable to a consideration of heparin/warfarin 

administration in a stroke setting?



9



10
What should you consider as an underlying mass in a 

child that presents with bitemporal hemianopsia? 

Consideration in an adult? In a cerebral cortex stroke, 

how would the eyes deviate in conjugate gaze (vs a 

brainstem stroke)? In both circumstances, what would the 

direction of hemiplegia be? A patient with a history of MS 

presents with a R abduction nystagmus and impaired L 

eye adduction when asked to look to the right. Where is 

the lesion? Horner’s syndrome (+ lesion locations).



11
19 yo M visited a chiropractor for some neck 

massages 2 hrs ago. He was brought to the ED by 

ambulance after complaining of right sided neck 

pain. PE is notable for right sided pupillary ptosis 

and miosis. There are no left sided findings. 

Diagnosis? Diagnostic testing? Tx strategies.


